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Smart Motion Detection (SMD)
The next revolution of the surveillance industry is here!



AI / SMD

Smart Motion Detection (SMD) Technology differentiates human and vehicular shapes within a scene 

and send alarms to secure your business and family



AI / SMD



AI / SMD
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Face Recognition



AI / FACE RECOGNITION

The face recognition extracts the features of a captured face image and compares it with those in the face image database to recognize 

the person’s identity.



AI / FACE RECOGNITION

It provides features such as Blocklist Alarm, VIP Recognition, Stranger Alarm, Mask Detection, AI Search, Face Tracking, Statistics etc.



ANPR/ LPR



AI / LPR

ANPR (automatic number-plate recognition) is a technology that uses optical character recognition on images to read vehicle registration plates



AI / LPR

ANPR solutions include cameras and software that 

runs on either the camera or a server. It automatically 

captures license plates in real time

Relying on big image data and well train deep-learning 

models, the ANPR engine includes following features

• Multilingual Recognition.

• High Recognition Rate – 95%-98% with alphanumeric 

number plates

• Fast Recognition - The full reading process takes 

around 100 milliseconds

• Cost-effective Technology - Outstanding 

price/performance ratio



AI / LPR

License Plate Recognition search on AI DVR/NVR



Perimeter Protection IVS



AI / IVS

With the perimeter making the first line of defense against unwanted intruders, industrial, civil and residential security solution providers are 

experiencing an increase in the demand for leading-edge techniques to reshaping the system used for perimeter protection and wide area 

surveillance

Perimeter protection solutions are designed to provide a high-efficiency, reliable, cost-effective and visual system powered by artificial 

intelligence technology. High-definition and AI-enabled security products can offer precise and predictive intrusion alert, and record detailed 

visual information at the right time.

Challenge:



AI / IVS



AI / IVS Tripwire  Intrusion  Missing/Abandoned object



AI / IVS



AI CODING



AI CODING

As video moves toward high definition, how to save storage costs while maintaining image quality has become one of the users’ concerns. 

AI Coding puts emphasis on human and vehicle while encoding, ensuring the target image quality while saving 50% bandwidth and

storage costs compared with H.265. AI Coding function is enabled by default in the newest firmware version.



AI / VIDEO ANALYTICS



AI / VIDEO ANALYTICS



AI / VIDEO ANALYTICS

Test Drive


